Experience the... Quality

16-inch G-rated Undermounted access with water wherever you travel.

In-line water lift kit.

Second Teflon® sink cover.

Living Room Ceiling Fan.

Polished Aluminum Wheels.

Gelcoat fiberglass exterior.

Towable chassis features.

Fiberglass tub w/molded seat & glass door.

Exterior Shower.

Plumbing/Bath Features.

Second rocker/glider (in lieu of standard).

First rocker/glider recliner.

Booth dinette w/ (2) drawers.

Cabinets & furniture.

Two-piece washer & dryer – includes prep for ground satellite dish w/ phone, tv, & three-burner plate.

10 cu. ft. refrigerator w/ thermostat.

13" color tv in kitchen (38SDKC).

13" color tv in bedroom.

22" convection microwave.

CSA (canadian dealers only).

15,000 btu total comfort™ central air conditioning & heating.

Lp leak detector.

Ducted heat.

(2) 30-lb. lp gas bottles w/ automatic shut-off valve.

LP fill station.

LP/NG conversion kit.

nEnter/exit convenience lights at main entry door.

Lighted exterior storage compartments.

Sewage hose storage tray.

Sewage holding tank rinse.

High rise kitchen faucet.

Molded seat & glass enclosure.

One-piece fiberglass shower w/ mold-in seat.

Towel bar, towel ring & (2) robe hooks.

Toilet paper holder, toothbrush holder, soap dish, & convenience lights at:

Entertainment package:

CD players, plus AM/FM stereo tuner.

Free-standing dinette.

Metal drawer guides.

Lazy susan in kitchen overhead cabinet.

Metal bi-fold range cover.

Metal framed silverware divider tray.

Quilted bedspread w/ shams.

Lazy susan in kitchen overhead cabinet.

Shower skylight.

Laminated kitchen & bath countertops.

Night standing lamp.

Acrylic sink & bath vanity.

Extruded aluminum frame.

Shower skylight.

Dinette/sofa slide overhead cabinet.

Lazy susan in kitchen overhead cabinet.

Towel bar, towel ring & (2) robe hooks.

Toilet paper holder, toothbrush holder, soap dish, & convenience lights at:
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...
You’re an experienced RVer. You know what you want. Maybe you’re stepping up from your first, second or third RV — or looking to surround yourself with more comfort, while getting the most for your money. That’s where Newmar experience comes in. You know the name. And you know of the quality, integrity and superior warranty support it represents.

The new 2006 Cypress fifth wheel showcases Newmar experience — and caters to yours. Cypress spoils you in Newmar’s famous, old-world craftsmanship — with all the details that maximize your RV enjoyment — from hardwood, raised panel cabinet doors, freestanding dinette table and chairs, full video and audio entertainment center, right down to a wood magazine rack. It’s the fifth wheel you’ve dreamed of owning.

Experience the Cypress, the next step up in your RVing lifestyle.
Experience the Amenities!

[A] Laminate kitchen countertop with oak edging provides ample work surface. Dual acrylic sink comes with drop-in Teflon® cover to expand counter area. A second sink cover is optional. [B] Switches and systems controls are thoughtfully grouped for easy access. [C] Cabinet toe kicks are another home-style touch. SuperStorage® features include [D] deep kitchen drawers and [E] handy storage compartments in dinette chairs.

From the decorative, low-maintenance vinyl floor to the color-coordinated window valances, your Cypress kitchen and dining area provides a cozy, inviting gathering place. The eight-cubic-foot refrigerator is thermostatically controlled to keep food at just the right temperature. Raised panel refrigerator and freezer door fronts beautifully coordinate with the cabinetry. The flush-mount, three-burner range has dependable piezo ignition. The range also has a metal, bi-fold burner cover — and boasts a 22-inch oven. With the overhead microwave, the Cypress kitchen gives you loads of flexibility and capability for creating a snack or an elegant meal. Newmar also remembers the details that add so much to your RV mealtime enjoyment. You'll find a Corian® knife block behind the range…range hood with light and fan…a paper towel holder…and even a molded silverware divider tray. Kitchen cabinets and drawers abound with SuperStorage® space. Drawers glide smoothly on metal guides, and stay securely closed while you’re on the road.
After busy RVing days, nothing beats the tranquility of your Cypress bedroom suite. Quilted comforter and headboard, plus matching pillow shams and window treatments invitingly coordinate with Cypress décor. Two built-in speakers enable you to pipe in music from the Cypress entertainment center. This comely bedroom environment is matched only by the convenience of its SuperStorage™ design. For example, a spacious, carpeted, under-bed compartment easily flips open due to hydraulic bed-top lifts. The full-width wardrobe with mirrored doors adds spacious storage flexibility — as well as a spacious look — to this home-like bedroom.

A well-thought-out bathroom completes the Cypress bedroom suite. The roomy shower has its own light — and a handy seat. A 10-gallon gas/electric DSI™ water heater ensures plenty of hot water for relaxing showers. The acrylic sink is mounted in a seamless laminate countertop. There’s plenty of cabinet space below, plus a mirrored medicine chest and high-mounted light strip above. The Cypress systems monitor panel is positioned at your fingertips on the wall behind the sink. The toilet is located in a separate water closet with a full-size, hinged door. The water closet also houses a separate compartment for your 12-volt and 110-volt electrical system circuit breakers. All breakers are concealed neatly behind hardwood cabinet doors. Cabinets and drawers surround the door-side window for storage space galore! The unit includes a cedar-lined laundry hamper, a vanity top, and a TV shelf pre-wired with electric and antenna hookups.

32RLKS shown above with optional convenience package and washer/dryer prep.
Your Cypress fifth wheel reflects Newmar's long history of product innovation and industry “firsts”. You can depend on the exacting standards and meticulous care by which this fifth wheel is built. It's a showcase for Newmar value:

A. Aerodynamic Gelcoated Fiberglass End Caps
B. Filon® Exterior Sidewall
C. Dark Tinted Safety Glass
D. Dual Battery Box
E. Molded Lower Sidewall Skirting and Grassesneck
F. Power Front Jacks
G. Pass-Through SuperStorage™
H. 12" I-Beam Frame
I. Full Height Frame Outriggers
J. EZ Lube® Hubs
K. MORryde® RE Suspension with Wet Bolts and Shocks
L. Radius Aluminum Roof Wraps
M. 15,000 BTU Total Comfort™ Ducted Air Conditioning
N. 16" O.C. Aluminum Sidewall Studding
O. BriteTEK® Roof
P. “Walkable” Roof Decking
Q. 16" O.C. Aluminum Roof Rafter
R. Side Awnings

Newmar Express Limited Warranty
As proof of our commitment to you, we at Newmar back every Cypress fifth wheel with our industry-leading, one-year Newmar Express Limited Warranty. Ask your dealer for details.

Newmar Value...Designed into Every Cypress

Quality Circle Award
Newmar has been recognized by the RV Dealer Association Quality Circle Award for its efforts on behalf of customers and dealers.
Experience the...

**Quality**

**Cypress** “Great Eight” Standard Exterior Value Features

- Insulated and heated holding tanks are protected by the fully-enclosed underbelly.
- Undermounted 16-inch G-rated Goodyear® spare tire is easy to access with lift kit.
- Conveniently located dual battery box compartment accepts your choice of RV batteries.
- Inflatable water beds
- Quick-tint safety glass windows provide protection from sun and added privacy — and enhance the RV’s distinctive good looks.
- MOR/ryde® RE suspension with shocks and wet bolts significantly cushions and absorbs road shock to provide a softer ride and smoother, safer towing.
- EZ Lube® Axles allow RVers to periodically lubricate the bearings without removing the hubs from the axles.
- In-line water filter helps ensure plenty of clean, clear water wherever you travel.
- Late-night hook-up light at sewer hose termination point.
- Dark tinted safety glass windows provide protection from sun and added privacy — and enhance the RV’s distinctive good looks.

**Value**

**Cypress** “Great Eight” Standard Interior Value Features

- 15,000 BTU Total Comfort™ central air conditioning system is engineered and ducted to effectively cool all living areas.
- Fully adjustable sliding pantry drawers provide plenty of storage for your favorite snacks and vittles!
- “Super Slider” freestanding dinette table and (2) chairs with storage compartments.
- Multi-zone RI suspension with shocks and air bags significantly cushions and absorbs road shock to provide a ride that is smoother, safer and more luxurious.
- Create-A-Breeze™ vent with automatic lift in water closet.
- Entertainment package includes 27-inch color TV and surround sound system with DVD, CD and AM/FM stereo tuner.
- Spacious, one-piece fiberglass shower with seat and glass enclosure.
- Spacious, one-piece fiberglass shower with seat and glass enclosure.
- SuperStorage™ bedroom wardrobe with (2) full-width shoe racks and top shelf cedar lining.
- Stylish and comfortable Hide-A-Bed sofa with (2) foot rests. (Not available on 39RBFL.)
- Light and convenient Hide-A-Bed sofa with (2) foot rests, two storage compartments.
- Stylish and comfortable Hide-A-Bed sofa with (2) foot rests, two storage compartments.
- Stylish and comfortable Hide-A-Bed sofa with (2) foot rests, two storage compartments.
Experience the... 

Quality

2006 Cypress Fifth Wheel

“Great Eight” Standard Exterior Value Features

- 16-inch G-rated Undermounted Goodyear® water wherever you travel.
- In-line water filter is easy to ensure plenty of clean, clear water.
- Pull-Out Storage Tray in Pass-Through
- EZ Lube® Axles allow RVers to periodically lubricate the axles, reducing maintenance workload.

Optional Features

- Underbelly Prepped for Roof Mounted Satellite Dish
- LP Leak Detector
- Battery Disconnect
- 30 lb. Propane Tank
- LP Gas Bottles w/ Automatic Shut Off
- 50 amp Electric Service or 120V Electric
- LP Filler Hatch

Appliances & Accessories

- 10 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator w/ Thermostat
- 22” Convection Microwave
- 13” Color TV in Bedroom
- 13” Color TV in Kitchen
- 22” Oven
- 8 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator w/ Thermostat
- Prep for Roof Mounted Satellite Dish
- First Rocker/Glider Recliner
- Booth Dinette w/ (2) Drawers
- Single Entrance Door
- Tilt & Switch In Kitchen
- Pull-Out Storage Tray in Pass-Through 

Standard Features

- Aluminum Laminated to 5/8” Bead Enclosed Underbelly w/ 4’x8’ Sheets
- 5/8” Structurewood Floor Decking
- 22” Convection Microwave
- Electric Fireplace (Not Available on 29KSRE)
- 10 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator w/ Thermostat
- 22” Convection Microwave
- Electric Fireplace at: Front, Rear, Side Awnings
- 10 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator w/ Thermostat

Plumbing/Heat Features

- 15,000 BTU Total Comfort™ Central Air Conditioning & Heating
- 10,000 BTU Electric Furnace
- 10 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator w/ Thermostat
- 22” Convection Microwave
- Electric Fireplace at: Front, Rear, Side Awnings
- 10 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator w/ Thermostat

Cabinetry & Furniture
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